Data Security Compliance
Enabling You to Comply with Data Regulations
As a business you may be subject to regulations that govern how you protect sensitive data. Failure to
comply with any one of these regulations can often lead to serious fines and ramifications. We’re here
to help.
SecureStor takes compliance seriously. That’s why we have taken steps to ensure that our software
abides by the strictest security controls required by major industry and federal regulations. See how we
enable you to satisfy all major compliance regulations and keep your data safe.

HIPAA
Requires the protection of confidentiality and security of healthcare information
How we comply:
 Military-grade data encryption in transit and at rest
 Redundant secure data centers
 Password protected access to backups

FERPA
Requires the protection of confidentiality and security of educational records
How we comply:
 Military-grade data encryption in transit and at rest
 Redundant secure data centers
 Password protected access to backups

FINRA
Dedicated to investor protection and market integrity through effective and efficient regulation of the
securities industry
How we comply:
 Features such as built-in access controls and audit logs
 FINRA-compliant data infrastructure
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PCI
Payment Card Industry Data Security standard for protecting credit cardholder data
How we comply:
 Software does not store full track or magnetic stripe data
 Encrypt data in transit and at rest
 Access controls to prevent unauthorized access to data

Safe Harbor
Prohibits personal data transfer to non-European Union countries that do not meet EU standards for
adequate data protection
How we comply:
 Meet EU adequacy standards
 Partners can receive and process personal data from the EU and Switzerland

ABOUT XFINIGENT SOLUTIONS
When you choose us as your Business Partner you’re choosing a company that REALLY understands not just how to
implement effective IT strategies, but one that also knows what makes small businesses succeed. That’s the Xfinigent
Solutions difference: we’re more than just an IT services provider; we’re a team of passionate people who love technology
AND possess integrity with real world business experience to ensure your IT is aligned with your goals.
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